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FHWA and FTA Proposed Revisions

Stated Goal: Promote more effective regional planning by 

States and metropolitan planning organizations (MPO). 

This proposed regulation affects MPO’s with overlapping 

Metropolitan Planning Areas (MPA).

OKI has an overlap with Dayton’s MPO.



Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) Boundary

• Under the proposed regulation, overlap is the Urbanized Area 

(UZA) as defined by the 2010 Census PLUS the area expected 

to become urbanized in the next 20 years.

• Under the proposed regulation, once the MPA is redrawn to 

meet this new requirement, if more than one MPO exists in 

an MPA:

The MPO’s are encouraged to merge or

Adjust the MPA so only one MPO has jurisdiction or

Have both MPO’s produce unified planning docs so there 

is only one LRTP, TIP and performance targets with 

procedures for joint decision-making, dispute resolution



OKI Region Metropolitan Planning Area

• Urbanized areas of OKI and MVRPC (Dayton area) have grown 

together in one MPA. Further complicated by…

- Part of the Dayton UZA reaches into Warren County

- Part of the Middletown (OKI) reaches into Montgomery 

County

• In the next 20 years this overlap will become greater





OKI is Already Connected and Coordinating with MVRPC

• OKI and MVRPC have coordinated for years along the 

boundary area

• In 2005 the MPO boundary was adjusted to accommodate 

the Dayton UZA boundary adjustment in Warren and Butler 

counties

• The communities in the Dayton UZA (Franklin, Carlisle & 

Springboro) are members of MVRPC. MVRPC receives federal 

funding based on population. OKI receives federal funds for 

the area in Germantown

• OKI develops and maintains the travel model that 

encompasses OKI and MVRPC regions



1) Merge with MVRPC; 

2) Work with the Governor and MVRPC to redraw the 

MPA and MPO boundary so that OKI and MVRPC are 

separate MPA’s (but can’t split UZA’s); or

3) Work with the Governor and MVRPC to stay as-is 

(two MPO’s in one MPA). This would require a Plan, 

TIP and a jointly established set of performance 

targets for the entire MPA that covers OKI and 

MVRPC.

What The NPRM Could Mean To Us:



Reasons Why OKI Opposes It: 
• The stated goal of more coordination is not achieved. In fact, 

the size of the new region would make it very difficult to 

provide good service to members. The combined region 

would be approximately 100 miles long.

• The working relationship with Dayton MPO has been in place 

for decades and has been successful in serving the needs of 

the region. The two MPO’s already share the travel model.

• The hallmarks of metropolitan planning, the Plan and TIP 

could be required to be merged which would place 

unnecessary burdens on the boards and staff.

• The logical denominator of local officials is county 

government or smaller governmental units. Under this 

proposal, officials would be forced to attend multiple MPO 

meetings or represent partial county areas.


